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About Me:
I am fortunate enough to be a student of B.Sc. Statistics (Hons.) at the Ramakrishna Mission
Residential College, Narendrapur and completed my M.Sc. in Statistics at the Department of Statistics,
University of Calcutta. I also have almost two years of research experience at this department as a
CSIR-UGC JRF before joining Siliguri College as the first ever full-time college teacher in Statistics in the
whole of North Bengal. Needless to mention I was the head in the lone-man department there for two
years and a month. I’ll never forget the days I spent there. I left Siliguri in 2001 to join this college and
since then I am serving here.
As a teacher I have always given priority to my students’ need than anything else, and I would
love to do that through the rest of my life.
Experience / Expertise:
I have been formally teaching since 1999. During this short period I found nothing more
interesting than teaching itself, which has been my dream since my very childhood. At present, I am
working as the head of our department, and consequently my teaching experience also counts as my
administrative experience.
Specialisation & Area of Interests:
My specialisations were Multivariate Analysis, Reliability Theory and Advanced Inference.
However, areas of interests at present are Design & Analysis of experiments, Inference.
Current Teaching:
Descriptive Statistics, Probability Theory and Probability distributions, Linear Algebra, Statistical
Quality Control, ANOVA, Design & Analysis of experiments.
Research Interests:
My primary research interest lies in Inference, Design and Analysis; though other areas of my
subject equally attract me at times.

Selected Publications:
I have only two recent publications in two renowned journals in our subject.
Contact Details:
Email: pal_partha2004@rediffmail.com

